Predicting success using individualized scheduled toileting for memory-impaired elders at home.
The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of an individualized scheduled toileting (IST) program on incontinent, memory-impaired elders being cared for at home. Using a 2 x 2 mixed design analysis of variance (group by time), 118 patients were randomly assigned to experimental or control groups. Caregivers in the experimental group were taught the IST procedure. Urinary incontinence (UI) was measured at baseline and at 6 months. Weeklong voiding records were kept by caregivers and were used to calculate the percentage of times the incontinence occurred. UI significantly decreased in the experimental group, whereas in the control group it did not. The baseline cognitive ability, mobility, and consistency of implementing IST were entered into a discriminant function equation and significantly predicted patients who would improve with IST. Cognitive ability was the best predictor, with mobility also emerging as a meaningful predictor. Candidates for IST should be selected based on elders' cognitive ability and their ability to cooperate with toileting. Moderately cognitively impaired elders and ones able to cooperate with toileting protocols are prime candidates for IST.